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Our Future of Britain initiative seeks to reinvigorate progressive politics to meet the challenges the country
faces in the decades ahead. Our experts and thought leaders will set out a bold, optimistic policy agenda across
six pillars: Prosperity, Transformative Technology, Net Zero, Community, Public Services and Britain in the
World.

Executive Summary
Technology and the new employment practices it gives rise to are radically changing the world of work in
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the UK. We estimate that as many as 20 per cent of workers are now in non-traditional roles, ranging
from freelancers and sub-contractors to agency and gig workers.
These new positions offer valuable flexibility to both businesses and individuals – but the system of
worker protection we have in place has failed to keep pace with these profound changes. As a result,
individuals and businesses face more uncertainty over their relationship and mutual obligations. In turn,
this leads to greater precarity for individuals and an unlevel playing field for business as good employers
face being undercut by less scrupulous ones. Left unaddressed, both outcomes will sap our already dismal
rate of productivity growth and damage prosperity.
The legal and institutional frameworks that underpin workers’ rights need to be modernised. They need to
strike a more coherent balance between workers’ rights and the advantages of flexibility accruing to both
firms and employees in a labour market being rapidly restructured by technology. Failure to do this will
mean any likely progress is piecemeal and reliant on slow-burn action in the courts.
There is growing speculation that the government favours a radical deregulatory drive, even though the
UK already has one of the least regulated – and least well-regulated – labour markets. Some on the left,
in contrast, favour heavily interventionist approaches that inevitably restrict the flexibility of both
businesses and individuals.
Instead, this report shows that the best way to support both businesses and workers is through a new set
of minimum employment rights that deliver flexibility with protections. Providing a clear floor of rights
for workers engaged in any form of work, independent of their employment status, will enhance
individuals’ control over their own work. Crucially, it would also give more certainty to businesses,
without which they will be reluctant to invest or train their workers, while preserving the flexibility they
need to respond to rapidly changing markets.
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A system of minimum employment rights will help those in most need while also having the virtue of
simplicity. It avoids the complex legal battles and economic damage that would stem from a wholesale
reclassification of employment status. But it also prevents a deregulatory race to the bottom on wages
and standards that most British businesses do not want.
To deliver flexibility, fairness and dynamism in the economy and labour market, we advise the following
steps:

Recommended Actions
• Maintain the existing three categories of employment status (employees, self-employed individuals
and workers): shifting to a two-tier system across the economy would hurt businesses, workers and
consumers.
• Introduce a pre-approval process to determine employment status and a fast-track process to
resolve disputes, which would improve predictability for businesses.
• Introduce a set of core minimum employment rights that apply to anyone engaged in work.
• Create a single enforcement body with powers to advise businesses and individuals on employment
status, recommend updates to the minimum employment rights, inspect workplaces, and bring
prosecutions relating to the minimum wage, exploitation and discrimination.
• Understand and address the complex interactions between the system of employment rights and
the skills, welfare and tax systems.
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Introduction
New technologies have created possibilities for new business models to be developed and scaled globally.
They have also given individuals the opportunity to work far more flexibly than they would have been able
INTRODUCTION

to in traditional careers and business models.
The ability to choose where and when they work has helped some people access the labour market. For
others, it has meant the ability to organise work around care responsibilities, earn money while studying
or even switch careers.
These ruptures in the labour market have significant implications for the economy and society. But, if the
government fails to take a strategic approach to these changes, workers risk getting a raw deal and
businesses could be undercut by poor working practices, both of which would undermine productivity
growth.
For many, non-traditional work has proved less flexible than they had hoped and has led to more
precarious work. Economists have long understood that technological shifts, if left solely to market
forces, typically strengthen winner-takes-all dynamics for the few firms and individuals that can leverage
technology to operate at scale, and distort labour markets and competition for those that cannot.
Those firms that cannot compete on scale or value are forced to compete on lower wages and standards.
For most individuals, this means depressed wages and less control over their working conditions and
prospects.
Even as non-traditional work has grown, our system of determining and enforcing employment rights has
adapted far too slowly, leaving individuals uncertain about their rights and businesses facing an unlevel
playing field. The few pockets of progress have either taken too long, typically after lengthy court battles,
or been too limited and concentrated in specific parts of a handful of industries (for example, voluntary,
collective agreements with self-employed individuals in the food-delivery, arts, media and entertainment
industries).
This piecemeal, patchwork of protections for non-traditional workers is creating problems for the
economy and society, including:
• Eroding work
worker
er power and so contributing to inequality and insecurity both in terms of pay and
working conditions.
• Incr
ncreasing
easing uncertain
uncertainty
ty for businesses and individuals
individuals, which is limiting their flexibility and
dynamism.
• Hampering pr
productivity
oductivity as firms underinvest in training and so constrain an individual’s ability to
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develop human capital over time.
The traditional solutions of the far left and the far right are economically damaging, as they both pit
workers against businesses in a zero-sum game. Heavily interventionist approaches adopted in other
European countries prefer to treat all people in non-traditional work as “employees”, restricting the
flexibility of both individuals and business. In contrast, radical deregulatory approaches to employment
law tend to create a competitive race-to-the-bottom on wages and standards, largely because the UK
already has one of the lightest and least well-regulated labour markets. Neither of these approaches
supports prosperity, provides fairness in work or allows businesses and individuals to reap the benefits of
new technologies.
The following section categorises the various non-traditional occupations – from gig and freelance work
to on-demand and seasonal jobs – allowing us to quantify the workers in each category as well as analyse
their experiences of work and how these have changed over time. We then assess the factors affecting
these individuals’ bargaining power. Next, we look at how our system of determining and enforcing
employment rights is creating uncertainty for both businesses and individuals, and how this is affecting
investment in human capital.
Lastly, we set out policy recommendations for strengthening our system of employment rights by
creating a core set of minimum worker rights, providing greater predictability for businesses and
individuals, and improving the enforcement of employment law in the UK.
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The Rise of Non-Traditional Work
THE RISE OF NON
NON-TRADITIONAL
-TRADITIONAL W
WORK
ORK

The International Labour Organisation (ILO) and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) define traditional employment as work that is full-time, indefinite and part of a
1

subordinate bilateral relationship. Typically, permanent, part-time employment is excluded from such
formal definitions of traditional employment, as researchers are interested in understanding the
dynamics that lead to permanent part-time work.
Several studies have used a similar analytic framework to quantify specific aspects of non-traditional
work in the UK, for example looking specifically at agency workers, gig workers, insecure workers or
individuals on zero-hours contracts.
These analyses, however, provide only a patchwork and piecemeal view of the total number of people in
non-traditional work. It has therefore not been possible to understand how non-traditional work is
changing over time or how the total breaks down into discrete and distinct (that is, into mutually
exclusive and completely exhaustive) categories.
We take a more nuanced view of traditional employment and non-traditional employment. In the UK, an
indefinite, subordinate, bilateral employment relationship has clear implications in the legal and tax
2

system that vary only marginally between full-time and part-time employees. Due to the fact these
entitlements are common, we consider permanent, part-time employment to be a traditional form of
work as well.
In turn, we classify anything that does not meet this definition of traditional employment as nontraditional work.
Of all people in work over the age of 16, we estimate that 81.6 per cent were traditional workers in
2019–2020. As part of this group, we estimate that 80.4 per cent are traditional employees and 1.2 per
cent are business owners: they are self-employed with employees.
Using this definition of traditional employment, we find that in 2019–2020, 18.4 per cent of adults –
5.5 million people – who did any hours of work in the UK and were aged over 16 were in non-traditional
work.

The Different Types of Non-Traditional Work
To better understand the different types of non-traditional employment, we categorise it using the
structures of working relationships, in particular the extent to which the relationships are non-
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subordinate, non-bilateral or impermanent. Using these characteristics allows us to zoom out from
individual factors that have always affected a worker’s status and bargaining power, such as skills and
experience, and investigate the wider control factors at play instead.
3

Using the latest wave of the Understanding Society survey, we categorise non-traditional work into
three groups based on how its structural dynamics – the degree to which it is non-bilateral, impermanent
or non-subordinate – affect an individual’s agency over accessing work (see the Annex for full
methodological details):
• Hustlers ((non-subor
non-subordinate,
dinate, bilateral working rrelationships
elationships)): Hustlers identify themselves as selfemployed but have no employees. When asked to describe the nature of their self-employment,
they refer to themselves as sub-contractors, freelancers or solo-business owners with no
employees.
The essential characteristic of this group is that they are meant to have the greatest degree of
agency over what work they do. In particular, they carry out work set by contracts struck between
two parties (for example, two separate businesses) where they are one of them. Yet while there is no
subordinate employer-employee relationship, there may often be a subordinate customer-client
relationship that echoes traditional employer-employee relationships (for example, disguised
employment) and therefore limits the individual’s agency.
• Gig
iggers
gers ((multi-party
multi-party structur
structuree determines access to work)
work): The defining characteristic of this group
is that their access to work is typically determined through a multi-party structure, such as a digital
labour platform, an agency or another tripartite-type relationship (for example, an umbrella
company), and the third party often exercises a degree of control over the term of the work. We
have allocated individuals to this group if (1) they are paid by someone other than the business or
organisation they work for; (2) if they describe their work as agency work; or (3) if they work more
than 50 per cent of their total working hours on digital labour platforms.
• Impermanen
mpermanents
ts (impermanen
(impermanent,
t, bilateral and subor
subordinate
dinate rroles,
oles, cr
creating
eating uncertain
uncertainty
ty over the next
job
job)): Impermanents are typically in bilateral, subordinate but impermanent working relationships. As
such, their work tends to be “on-demand” – for example, zero-hours contracts, for a fixed period
(for example, academic lecturers) or seasonal (for example, farm workers).
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Figur
iguree 1 – C
Categorising
ategorising non-traditional work

Source: TBI calculations using Understanding Society

AN
Note
ote on D
Definitions
efinitions
This paper is fundamentally about people and their relationship to their work. In our writing we try
to refer to them as “individuals” and, if necessary, as “workers”. To avoid any confusion with the
legal terms, where we want to refer specifically to an individual’s employment status, we attempt to
use the terms “employee”, “worker” or “self-employed”. We do our best to avoid confusion over
terminology, but confusion and uncertainty over terminology – and the rights that flow from
employment status – are very much part of the wider problem.
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Figur
iguree 2 – N
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What Kind of Work Do Non-Traditional Workers Do?
Hustlers tend to fall into four broad groups. The first are typically self-employed tradespeople working in
construction, such as plumbers, electricians or roofers, or in cleaning occupations. The second broad
group are those in creative, literary and media occupations working as artists, authors, translators, actors
and entertainers. The third broad group are personal-service providers, such as drivers, therapists,
hairdressers or caregivers. The fourth broad group are individuals dispersed across a range of professional
freelancer and contracting services, including information and communications technology (ICT)
professionals and consultants.
Giggers are in similar occupations, but this time predominantly drawn from road-transport drivers,
individuals in teaching and education, and health and care professionals. These include, among other
professions, care workers and home carers, ambulance stuff, nursing assistants, childminders and
playworkers as well as nursery workers and assistants.
Finally, impermanents, the largest group of non-traditional workers, are those working on-demand, such
as hospitality professionals including bar staff, waiters and kitchen and catering assistants; individuals
working on seasonal contracts, including in agriculture; and junior academic staff such as social scientists
and humanities scholars working to the academic season.
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Zooming in on D
Digital-P
igital-Platform
latform Labour
A subset of our giggers group comprises individuals who access work through digital platforms. Over
the past decade, accessing work through digital labour platforms has become a prominent part of
non-traditional work. Typically, there are two forms of digital-platform labour: location-based
platforms that allocate work to individuals in a specific geographic area (for example, Uber and
Deliveroo), and web-based platforms where work is outsourced to individuals who can be
geographically anywhere (for example, UpWork).
There has been a range of estimates on the size and growth of the platform-based economy, with
the Royal Society of Arts (RSA) suggesting it was about 4 per cent of workers in 2018 and the
Trades Union Congress suggesting giggers were about 14.7 per cent of workers in 2019.
According to the Understanding Society survey used in this analysis, the number of workers on
digital labour platforms in some form is far smaller, with approximately 520,694 or 1.76 per cent of
workers aged over 16 engaging in work through a location- or web-based platform. Figure 3 shows
the different types of tasks performed by the UK’s digital-labour-platform workers. This estimate is
broadly in line with a bottom-up analysis of the numbers of workers on digital labour platforms.

Figur
iguree 3 – D
Differ
ifferen
entt types of tasks performed by the UK’s digital-labour-platform work
workers
ers

Source: TBI calculations using Understanding Society
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Who Are Non-Traditional Workers?
Overall, we find that 18.4 per cent of all people in work over the age of 16 in the UK – 5.5 million
individuals in total – are in non-traditional work. Of those 5.5 million individuals, 860,000 (16 per cent
of all non-traditional workers) are in the South East, 720,000 (13 per cent) are in London, and 610,000
(11 per cent) are in the East of England.
As a percentage of regional or national employment, non-traditional work features not just in these
three geographies, but also in the North East (at 20.3 per cent of regional employment), in the South
West (20.2 per cent) and in Wales (18.7 per cent).
Figur
iguree 4 – D
Differ
ifferen
entt categories of work as a shar
sharee of rregional/national
egional/national employmen
employmentt

Source: TBI calculations using Understanding Society

Looking more closely at the geographic distribution of non-traditional work, we see that the three
categories of non-traditional work – the hustlers, the giggers and the impermanents – are concentrated
in London, the South East, the East of England and the North West. Other regions, however, tend to
have relative concentrations of specific types of non-traditional work. The South West, for example, is
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home to 11.3 per cent of all hustlers (typically solo-business owners and freelancers), while Yorkshire has
11.7 per cent of giggers (primarily agency workers).
Figur
iguree 5 – D
Distribution
istribution of non-traditional work
workers
ers acr
across
oss each rregion/nation
egion/nation

Source: TBI calculations using Understanding Society
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Looking at where non-traditional workers carry out their work, we see that it is primarily hustlers who
have embraced the remote-working trend, as their age and occupational profiles suggest they are more
likely to have the experience and professional networks to access and conduct work from home. Despite
having non-traditional roles, 63 per cent of impermanents and 50 per cent of giggers work at their
employer’s location, reflecting the bilateral and subordinate (if impermanent) nature of their work. In
addition, both giggers and impermanents are relatively more likely to work at more than one location.
Figur
iguree 6 – Location of work

Source: TBI calculations using Understanding Society

Who Are Those in Non-Traditional Work?
When looking at the skills composition, 49 per cent of traditional workers, hustlers and impermanents
have a degree versus 47 per cent of giggers. For this latter category, there is unlikely to be significantly
different levels of bargaining power due solely to differences in education levels because there does not
appear to be sufficient difference in the share of graduates for that to be the case. This is important
because non-traditional work is often considered to be work chosen precisely because insufficient skills
make it harder to find more permanent forms of employment.
The impermanents are relatively more likely than traditional workers to have attained their A-levels.
Giggers and hustlers, meanwhile, are relatively more likely than traditional workers or impermanents to
have other qualifications or have no degree at all. One of the reasons individuals in non-traditional jobs
might have relatively lower educational levels is that such a job allows them to balance work with other
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4

activities such as education or training. As discussed in the next section, impermanents and giggers are
also more likely than both traditional workers and hustlers to be engaged in additional training, including
at college or university.
Figur
iguree 7 – W
Work
orkers
ers’’ qualifications

Source: TBI calculations using Understanding Society
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Figur
iguree 8 – Age of work
workers
ers

Source: TBI calculations using Understanding Society

Hustlers are on average 50 years old, seven years older than the average worker in traditional
employment. Giggers are on average 43, the same average age as traditional workers, but the age
distribution is much less even. There are more under-34s and over-65s in the giggers category than in
traditional work. Impermanents, mostly engaged in on-demand and seasonal work, are disproportionately
younger. Over half of those in seasonal and on-demand contracts are aged 16 to 24.
Figur
iguree 9 – E
Ethnic
thnic composition in traditional and non-traditional types of work

Source: TBI calculations using Understanding Society
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Ethnic disparities are also of interest too, as divides along ethnic lines when it comes to access to work
may also have implications for racial disparities in income, wealth and career opportunities. While the
ethnic composition of individuals in traditional work reflects that of the general population, there are
differences across the three categories of non-traditional work. In particular, giggers and impermanents
have relatively more mixed, Asian, black and other ethnic-minority workers. Given the earnings profiles
of these roles, this could be a reason for concern.
Figur
iguree 110
0–G
Gender
ender shar
shares
es in traditional and non-traditional types of work

Source: TBI calculations using Understanding Society

Having classified and quantified non-traditional workers and analysed their experiences of work, we now
will assess the factors affecting these individuals’ bargaining power, before looking at how our system of
determining and enforcing employment rights is creating uncertainty for both businesses and individuals,
and how this is affecting investment in human capital.
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Sources of Non-Traditional Workers’ Unequal
Bargaining Power
5

6

greater autonomy and flexibility than traditional employment, allowing them to organise work around
other commitments.
However, despite non-traditional employment carrying the promise of additional flexibility, it is only
hustlers who seem to be genuinely enjoying agency over their hours. Giggers and impermanents, on the
other hand, seem to have no more control over their working hours than traditional workers.
Figur
iguree 11 – O
Only
nly hustlers have gr
greater
eater con
contr
trol
ol over their hours

Source: TBI calculations using Understanding Society

The relative lack of control for giggers and impermanents is a particular issue because they are relatively
more likely than traditional workers to be paid by the hour or by the task. Despite being almost twice as
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UNEQU
UNEQUAL
AL BARGAINING PO
POW
WER

Surveys of non-traditional workers suggest individuals choose their jobs primarily because they offer

likely to be paid by the hour, 70 per cent of impermanents and 48 per cent of giggers say they do not
receive additional pay for extra hours.
Figur
iguree 12 – S
Salaried
alaried or paid by the hour
hour??

Source: TBI calculations using Understanding Society. The question is not asked to individuals who are self-employed. Self-employed
individuals exist in all three categories of non-traditional work and comprise the entirety of the hustler category. As a result, these
numbers refer only to individuals in non-traditional employment who have employee status and there are no results for hustlers.

Here, the experiences of individuals in non-traditional roles suggests they have less control over their pay
and working conditions than afforded by the employment status they might have been given. Our
discussions with businesses, tech platforms and unions suggest individuals’ bargaining power is more likely
to be determined by a variety of other factors, including their ability to navigate technological change,
weak enforcement of labour laws and lengthy legal processes to determine rights. These bring sets of
problems for workers and employers, and we explore each of these in turn.

The IIndividualisation
ndividualisation of E
Employmen
mploymentt R
Relations
elations
The UK’s employment and industrial relations system has not kept pace with changes to the
economy and labour market over the past 40 years, a gap increasingly exposed by the application of
new technologies to working practices. A key problem is that the decline in trade-union power has
not been compensated for by the emergence of a sufficiently robust alternative system for policing
workers’ rights.
Prior to the 1980s, workplace relations had been dominated by powerful trade unions. These relied
on their considerable industrial muscle to induce employers to bargain with them and eschewed
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efforts to build an alternative system based on the statutory positive rights common in other
European countries.
Union membership reached a high of 55 per cent of the labour force in 1979 – the year Margaret
Thatcher was elected prime minister – but the influence of industry-level bargaining and the wages
councils at the time meant around 85 per cent of the workforce was covered by collective paysetting mechanisms.
Thatcher saw overmighty unions as an obstacle to company restructuring, and therefore a brake on
productivity growth, and oversaw a concerted attack with three main prongs. First was an assault on
union power spanning several Acts of Parliament which restricted their ability to organise, recruit
and take industrial action. Second was encouragement of individual – rather than collective – rights
at work. Third was assertion of the primacy of relatively minimalist labour law over other
mechanisms for employee protection.
The impact was profound. Union membership collapsed to around 24 per cent of the labour force in
2020. In the private sector, where the wage-premium from union membership disappeared for the
first time in 2020, the proportion is less than half of this. In essence, the union-dominated system
has been replaced by ever smaller pockets of collective bargaining in a rising sea of individualised
negotiations and unilateral employer discretion. However, the minimalist legal framework that
replaced collectivism is becoming increasingly detached from the realities of work in the new
economy.
New Labour enacted two Employment Relations Acts, in 1999 and 2004, which strengthened
employment protection and introduced a statutory route to union recognition. There was help for
low-paid workers through tax credits, a raft of family-friendly policies, and a national minimum
wage which introduced a pay floor for the first time.
Yet this has not reversed the long-term decline in union membership. Much progress was then
undone under the coalition and Conservative governments, which weakened protection against
unfair dismissal and clamped down on unions’ abilities to organise and take strike action.
Many of New Labour’s most significant reforms, for example on working time and part-time work,
came indirectly through EU regulations imported after the UK signed the European Social
Chapter, a route no longer available after Brexit. Indeed, worker protections enshrined in EU law,
such as the 48-hour week, now face being ripped up as part of the government’s post-Brexit
overhaul of regulations.
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Thus, from the point of view of workers’ rights, the UK arguably has the worst of both worlds:
neither strong, cohesive trade unions to protect workers through collective action nor a robust
enough system of legal protections for workers whose bargaining power in the labour market may
be weak.

Ability to Understand and Navigate Technological Change
A particular set of problems arises with the growing prevalence of algorithmic management, whereby
human managers are replaced by artificial intelligence (AI) systems. Algorithmic management reduces
costs and can prevent unconscious bias. But it entails increased surveillance of workers and drives them
to complete their tasks in less time, resulting in the intensification of work, with uncertain impacts on
quality and unknown impacts on unmeasured outcomes such as mental health and wellbeing. In response,
unions such as Prospect have created campaigns to advise members and reps on both the positive and
7

harmful uses of technology in the workplace. However, most workers are unaware of the data being
collected about them or how it is used to monitor their performance, and they lack the means of getting
feedback or seeking redress.

8

By eroding workers’ ability to control how their work is structured, algorithmic management can be
9

demoralising for workers and impact their mental health. For example, when platforms combine
algorithmic management with demand-forecasting algorithms, the result is a “gamification” of work
allocation that nudges people to work unsocial and disruptive hours through the use of targeted microincentives.
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Weak Enforcement of Existing Labour Laws
As workplaces have fragmented and lines of accountability become increasingly blurred, workers’
11

awareness of their rights at work remains low. This information problem creates incentives for some
employers to exploit individuals to gain a commercial advantage, putting competitive pressure on other
companies to follow suit.

12

For example, analysis by the Resolution Foundation
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shows that workers in atypical work are

particularly vulnerable to violation of their employment rights: 409,000 of all jobs were paid below the
national minimum wage in 2019.

14

Even where underpayment is a genuine mistake, the onus is still on
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individuals to spot and challenge this and, in the interim, individual businesses are able to exploit weak
enforcement.
The solution is better enforcement by public authorities. Yet enforcement is currently split between four
separate bodies: His Majesty's Revenue and Customs (for the minimum wage); the Gangmasters and
Labour Abuse Authority; the Employment Agency Standards Inspectorate; and the Health and Safety
Executive. As well as the above, workers can also act through employment tribunals. However, the latter
can be expensive to initiate, and funding for the aforementioned public bodies has been cut, with
regulators told to take a “light-touch” approach to enforcement.
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Lengthy, Detailed Court Battles
Workers’ rights under English labour law are primarily linked to their employment status. But it is
employers who decide what status is afforded to any given individual. If employers knowingly or
inadvertently attribute the wrong status to an individual, the onus is on the latter to seek redress. In the
event of a dispute, it is the courts that decide how a given individual’s circumstances should be treated in
law.
Individuals have periodically used this channel to successfully overturn incorrect decisions about their
employment status. For instance, earlier this year the Supreme Court decided to reclassify certain Uber
drivers’ employment status.
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Among other things, the judges found that Uber had exerted significant

control over drivers’ pay, workflows and performance, and hence the Uber drivers in question should be
classified as “workers” rather than as self-employed. This entitled them to key rights such as the national
minimum wage, paid annual leave, rest breaks and protection against unauthorised deductions from pay.
The decision, however, did not apply to all Uber drivers, just those named on the court case.
Several barriers prevent more widespread use of the courts to achieve similar ends. The first is
knowledge. Navigating the nuances of employment law is difficult, and it is hard for individuals to know
whether they have strong grounds for a claim.
Second, litigation is resource-intensive. Although the Supreme Court struck down as unlawful a move by
the Conservative-led government in 2013 to introduce tribunal fees (which saw cases plummet),
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claimants still face many other constraints, including instructing lawyers and spending time supplying
appropriate evidence to support their claims. And while some claimants benefit from trade-union
support, this is far from ubiquitous.
Third, litigation takes time. Even where individuals know their rights and can go the distance in court, it
can take years to get a resolution, particularly when cases are appealed. For example, more than four
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years elapsed between the first tribunal decision and the final Supreme Court judgement in the above
Uber case.
All of this means that many potential cases go unheard. This is bad for the individuals concerned because
they lack due recourse and therefore appropriate bargaining power. But it also means the law evolves
more slowly: our system of law affords courts a lot of discretion to interpret legislation and fine-tune
legal precedents in the face of new facts and nuances – but if cases are not being heard, there is less
scope for them to do this, which ultimately undermines individuals’ bargaining power too.

Sporadic Progress Via Voluntary Arrangements
Our system of employment rights has tilted more heavily towards individual rather than collective rights
over recent decades, but collective action still presents workers with another potential source of
employment protection (see boxout above).
Self-employed individuals are excluded from the legislation that bestows key bargaining rights upon
employees and workers. There are, however, a handful of voluntary collective agreements between selfemployed individuals and businesses. Following a recent major agreement covering more than 90,000
self-employed Deliveroo riders, for example, the GMB will now collectively bargain on riders’ behalf
regarding pay, while Deliveroo will consult the GMB on matters including health and safety, diversity and
insurance.
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These sorts of agreements have been tucked away in other corners of the labour market, too – not least
in the arts, media and entertainment industries. For example, in 2010, the Broadcasting, Entertainment,
Communications and Theatre Union (BECTU) and the BBC agreed to negotiate self-employed
freelance workers’ pay, hours and holidays. In 2018, BECTU signed an agreement with the Producers
Alliance for Cinema and Television (PACT) to represent freelance technicians in the film industry about
matters including night work and overtime. The actors’ union Equity has signed deals with
entertainment-industry employers including the BBC, the Society of London Theatre and the UK
Theatre Association, covering rights such as pay, rest breaks, working hours and pension contributions.
And the Musicians’ Union has made deals on behalf of freelance players across more than 60 orchestras,
including on issues relating to performance rates, overtime and travel costs.
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Despite these examples, however, collective agreements on behalf of self-employed individuals and
businesses remain sporadic. The risk is that, as a result, our labour market ends up with a patchwork of
rights for one group of individuals fortunate enough to be in a particular business or sector and nothing
for a similar group of individuals in another organisation or sector.
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Having assessed the factors affecting these individuals’ bargaining power, we will now look at how our
system of determining and enforcing employment rights is creating uncertainty for both businesses and
individuals, before setting out how this is affecting investment in human capital.

Unions N
Noo Longer the P
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rimaryy R
Recourse
ecourse W
When
hen W
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orkers
ers N
Need
eed H
Help
elp
Currently, unionisation is prevalent in specific industries and the public sector. Most private-sector
workers think their employer treats them and their colleagues fairly, and that if they did have an
issue, they would talk to someone more senior or to colleagues to resolve the issue. If things really
went wrong, private-sector workers believe they have options and so would look for another job.
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Ultimately, they do not see unions as being the primary way of dealing with their individual
workplace issues.
If they do think of unions, the public tend to be positive,
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but associate them with older white men

from a different time, a different sector or a different occupation.
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Today, private-sector workers

want unions to help them personally, not just to think of the collective, and to work with their
employer, not against them. Modern union movements such as Community
platforms like Organise.Network
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and WorkerTech

have shown how, in an increasingly decentralised labour market,

unions can modernise by using data and technology to empower individuals through personalised
advice and a network of support as well as through collective action.
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The UK’s System of Employment Rights Is
Fostering Uncertainty
level, there are three types of employment status: employees, self-employed individuals and workers.
Conceptually, “workers” sit between employees and the self-employed: they provide work personally but
neither share enough of the tenets of employment to be considered employees, nor operate
independently enough to be defined as self-employed. As Figure 17 in the Annex illustrates, each of the
three categories confers its own very different cushion of rights, so deciding any given individual’s status
has material implications for them and their employer.
However, determining the boundaries between the three employment categories is complicated.
Because legislation does not codify each form of worker status, the courts have developed specific tests
to help decide where the barriers between them lie. For example, these tests include:
• Con
ontr
trol
ol – the extent to which employers can direct individuals’ actions.
• Substitutability – the ability to substitute another person to do the work.
• Economic dependence – the degree to which individuals rely on employers for subsistence.
• Mutuality of obligation – the extent to which each party agrees to provide/accept work on an
ongoing basis.
None is conclusive on its own and cases turn on their own facts, which makes it hard for employers or
would-be litigants to gauge whether precedents are likely to apply to them.
Legislators have provided a modicum of clarity when it comes to some forms of atypical working. For
instance, there is bespoke legislation to protect fixed-term employees (but not workers), which means
they should be treated no less favourably than comparable permanent employees – although with
caveats and potential defences.
There are also separate laws for agency workers, who are given basic day-one rights and another layer of
protection after 12 weeks’ service, again stemming from EU-level protections negotiated by Labour in
government. But it is not always easy for individuals and employers to know when working arrangements
are captured by these carve-outs. And in any event, many atypical working arrangements remain outside
their purview.
As the new technologies and business models enable ever-more diverse and complex working
arrangements, determining employment status is becoming increasingly hard. As discussed above, it has
instead fallen to the courts to grapple with the nuances and clarify how these workers should be treated.
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Determining individuals’ rights under English labour law is not always straightforward. At the headline

Even then, there is only so much the courts can do: while new judgements can build on previous case law
to refine the tests used to determine worker status, each case ultimately turns on its facts and decisions
can take time, which leaves plenty of scope for distinguishing other working arrangements from legal
precedents. In this context, it is hard for the law to keep pace with developments on the ground, which
adds to the broader uncertainty about workers’ rights.

Why Uncertainty is a Problem
Broadly speaking, there are three main reasons why uncertainty about employment status undermines
good working practices: 1) Individuals do not know what rights they have so are unable to fight for them;
2) businesses can exploit ambiguity to undercut competitors through regulatory arbitrage rather than
providing better goods or services; and 3) businesses are wary of the legal risks of providing individuals
with more rights.
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In our categorisation of non-traditional work, self-employed individuals exist in the hustler, gigger and
impermanent groups. The dispersion and varieties of non-traditional work make it hard for individuals to
know what their employment status and associated rights should be or whether they have changed over
time. In turn, this makes it more difficult to enforce those rights. This is because employers first decide
which category applies to any given worker, leaving the burden on workers to challenge any erroneous
categorisations, either directly with their employers or through the courts. For them to do this
effectively, they need to reliably ascertain where they stand (as discussed earlier).
The difficulty in determining employment status for tax purposes has compounded this uncertainty for
businesses and individuals. Recent reforms have put the burden of determining employment status for
tax purposes on the hirer and have created perverse incentives for UK companies to work with overseas
freelancers, and for UK freelancers to work with overseas hirers, as the IR35 rules do not govern these
relationships.
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Given the complexity of determining an individual’s employment rights, it is perhaps unsurprising that
some individuals do not readily understand their legal position. It is hard to know exactly how pronounced
this level of uncertainty is, but there are clear indications that many lack a reliable impression of their
status.
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The second reason why uncertainty is problematic is that it enables employers to exploit that ambiguity
for unfair competitive advantage. While most employers do not seek to actively circumvent the rules,
the sheer diversity of non-traditional work means that our system of determining and enforcing workers’
rights creates incentives for employers to seek commercial advantage by exploiting gaps, uncertainties
and complexities in employment law.
The rise of umbrella companies is a case in point. Undefined in legislation, these companies assume
responsibility for workers’ employment rights from other parties in exchange for fees – typically from
agencies which continue to broker work for those individuals – but do so unbridled from the legal
responsibility to uphold their employment rights. Evasive practices like these are damaging to the
individuals concerned because they increase precarity.
For example, ostensibly self-employed individuals who are really “workers” miss out on key rights,
including the national minimum wage, paid holiday and rest breaks. Meanwhile, individuals working under
umbrella companies often have lower pay than they would have otherwise commanded because
intermediaries skim off their cut and some of these workers do not even know who their employer is.
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But evasive practices also hurt business: by avoiding regulation and associated costs, employers gain an
illegitimate commercial advantage over their competitors; conversely, businesses who play by the rules
are unnecessarily penalised, which risks precipitating a race to the bottom on wages and working
standards to remain competitive.
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The third reason why uncertainty undermines workers’ rights is that it puts employers off from offering
non-traditional workers more support. Whereas some employers seek to exploit uncertainty to derive
commercial advantage, many others want to give the people they engage better rights. For instance,
both small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and large platforms
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have gone on record to say they

want to give more benefits, including sick pay, insurance, maternity pay, pension contributions and
training. However, the same businesses also say that uncertainty around worker status can often be an
unmoveable obstacle to such endeavours. This is because extending rights raises the legal risk of having to
reclassify an individual’s status.
By deterring employers from offering these types of benefits, the uncertainty that currently exists
around worker status further entrenches precarity among atypical workers, who would otherwise have
enjoyed more financial security in their roles. But it also undermines productivity by stymying benefits
like training, which could otherwise help to improve human capital by supporting non-traditional workers
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to improve the quality of their goods and services, increase their pay and potentially get a better job in
the future.
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A Drag on Investment
Non-traditional work offers individuals a flexible source of income and gives businesses a workforce more
A DRA
DRAG
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MENT

capable of adapting and flexing to shifting customer needs. Surveys of non-traditional workers suggest
this is a mutually beneficial and efficient arrangement, especially over shorter time frames. Yet the
uncertainty over employment status makes it less efficient over time, as businesses may be wary of
offering non-traditional workers training because of the inherently temporary nature of their
relationship, leaving these individuals less able to develop their skills. This risks exacerbating one of the
central productivity problems of the UK economy: inadequate skills within the workforce. Addressing
skills deficits, particularly at the lower end, could boost the economy by £20 billion a year according to
some estimates.
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As shown in Figure 13, our analysis suggests that traditional workers are one-and-a-half to three times
more likely than non-traditional workers to receive employer-funded training. While inadequate skills
development is a problem for the entire economy, it appears to be a greater problem for non-traditional
workers.
Skills development and training either in or outside work not only raise a worker’s productivity but are
also important in enabling people to benefit from new job opportunities or better pay.
Overall, we find that there is not only a difference in the proportion of traditional and non-traditional
workers engaged in training, but also a qualitative difference in the type, frequency and purpose of
training workers across the different categories engage in.
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Source: TBI calculations using Understanding Society

Among traditional workers, 27 per cent reported they had received some training in 2019–2020, and
were more likely to receive more, shorter, employer-funded training sessions than any of the nontraditional workers. This training is also far more likely to focus on aspects of the current role, including
improving their skills for their job or for promotion, or health and safety.
In contrast, 30 per cent of impermanents were engaged in some form of training. On average, they are
receiving 47 hours of training per year, compared with 37 hours per year for traditional workers, but are
more likely to be studying at university, getting training to help them start a job or training for hobbies
and leisure.
One-in-four giggers were engaged in training for, on average, about 39 hours per year. The training
giggers were engaged in appears to be split: the bulk of it was paid for by an employer and so was more
likely to be related to their current job but, like the impermanents, giggers were also receiving training at
a university. Hustlers are the least likely to report they are engaged in training and are more likely to
report that the training they are undertaking is to maintain their current professional qualifications. This
fits with hustlers’ average profile of being slightly older workers striking out on their own.
While non-traditional workers may be less likely to get employer-funded training and typically have
fewer spells of training, they are engaged in training and development outside work. This is especially true
for younger impermanents and giggers, who appear to be taking non-traditional jobs in addition to
attending university or other government-funded training. For these individuals the lack of training is less
of an issue because the work is being done precisely to support their own personally funded training or
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education. Lastly, all categories of non-traditional workers are three times more likely than their
traditional counterparts to do some form of training related to leisure or hobbies, supporting the idea
that non-traditional work is a lifestyle choice for some individuals.
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Source: TBI calculations using Understanding Society

Transitions Into and Out of Non-Traditional Work
The longer an individual spends in non-traditional work and does not receive training, the more likely
they are to see a stagnation in their skills development and career prospects. To explore the degree to
which non-traditional work is transitory, we looked at panel data gathered by Understanding Society to
follow the same people over time to understand the flows into and out of traditional and non-traditional
work between 2016 and 2019. Just 6 per cent of traditional workers in 2016 were in non-traditional roles
by 2019.
Below, we plot the individuals who had changed economic status or employment type in 2019 compared
to their status in 2016. Overall, 31 per cent of non-traditional workers transitioned from non-traditional
roles to traditional roles between 2016 and 2019. Only 13 per cent of hustlers in 2016 transitioned into
traditional roles by 2019. Giggers and impermanents were far more likely to move: 43 per cent of
giggers in 2016 that were in traditional roles by 2019 and 56 per cent of impermanents shifted into
traditional roles during this period.
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Hustlers were also far more likely to stay in this category between 2016 and 2019, with almost 70 per
cent remaining in this category of work. In contrast, only 35 per cent of giggers in 2016 were still in
similar roles in 2019 and only 16 per cent of impermanents were still in similar roles after three years.
Figur
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Lack of training appears to be an issue in the non-traditional labour market, and it is one that the UK
needs to address given the significant skills challenges facing the economy and its impact on productivity.
What accounts for this failure to train? The conventional reason is that, in very flexible, deregulated
labour markets, a “free rider” problem exists. Firms are discouraged from investing in training their
workers as they fear they will be poached by non-training rivals who will put some of the money saved
into offering higher wages instead. Most, perhaps all, will opt not to train to avoid this possibility even if
the industry (not to mention the country) might benefit from a better-trained workforce.
Our analysis of the legal uncertainties surrounding employee status points to an additional factor which
compounds this problem. Many firms are likely to be wary of providing additional benefits such as
training and sick pay to self-employed staff as they worry the courts could see this is as more reminiscent
of an employment relationship and reclassify them accordingly. Start-ups and SMEs in particular could
be wary of offering more rights and benefits because they fear the legal risk of being taken to court to
reclassify employment status.
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While the free-rider problem will be difficult and complex to solve, clearing up the legal uncertainties
surrounding employment status could be a more straightforward way of getting firms to train more.
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Recommendations
Non-traditional jobs are growing in significance in terms of their relative share of the labour market and
in their importance to individuals at various stages in their careers. As they do so, clear patterns around
“impermanents”.
The various types of work that conform to these descriptions are not only different from traditional work,
but there is also a great deal of variety within these categories. Moreover, the growing complexity of
work patterns in non-traditional labour markets is reflected in the difficulties encountered in identifying
the appropriate mechanisms for specifying rights and legal protections that match the realities of doing
these jobs.
With many workers’ rights linked to an individual worker’s employment status, the issue is no longer just
what rights individuals in different jobs should be entitled to but also what rights an individual should have
when they engage in work of any kind.
The UK is not the only country facing these challenges, and governments, businesses, unions and
individuals are taking a range of approaches to strengthen workers’ rights (see Annex C). This analysis,
together with discussions that we have had with businesses, workers and unions, suggests that the UK
needs to address these issues on several different levels:

Maintain the Existing Three-Tier System of Employment Rights
Our discussions with business, unions and individuals, coupled with our analysis, suggest that the UK’s
three-tier system offers business and workers flexibility and is a competitive advantage for the country
globally.
The alternative of a shift to a binary system of “employees” and the “genuinely self-employed” would
face two problems. First, it would simply hurt individuals by restricting their flexibility, worsening their
working conditions or pushing them out of the labour market. In Spain, for example, a new law that
presumed all couriers on digital platforms were “employees” led to 8,000 job losses
longer hours for gig workers,
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, lower wages and

while tech platforms have been forced to leave the market or shift their

business models in order to continue operating sustainably.
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Similarly, in Geneva, a court-ordered

reclassification of delivery drivers led to two-thirds of drivers (some 2,000) losing their jobs, with almost
80 per cent of those still unemployed six months after the reform.
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power dynamics are emerging in non-traditional work, which we define as “hustlers”, “giggers” and

Second, any reforms that seek to define the “genuinely self-employed” – such as those recommended
by the Taylor Review of Good Work
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– will struggle to draw hard boundaries around the term. This

uncertainty risks businesses resorting to using outsourcing
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tricks to exploit definitions (as has

happened with “umbrella” companies and agency workers) or undermining the sustainability of business
models. Ultimately, the impact on individuals is reduced flexibility, lower wages
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or unemployment.
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Introduce a Set of Core Minimum Employment Rights That Apply to Anyone Engaged in Work
As discussed above, the push to get non-traditional workers additional employment rights through
“employee” status has led to a rigid trade-off between additional rights for individuals and a loss of
flexibility for both individuals and workers.
Rather than encouraging legislative and court battles over status, creating a set of minimum employment
rights would put a floor of rights underneath all individuals engaged in work regardless of how they access
work or their actual employment status. Doing so could also help enhance individuals’ agency over their
work and their bargaining power.
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These core rights would be focused on five specific areas, some of which would be new rights for all three
categories of employment status and some of which extend existing rights of “employees” and “workers”
to the “self-employed”:
• The righ
rightt to a floor on pay
pay.. New ways of working make it more difficult for the self-employed to
ensure they are adequately paid for their work. This core right to a floor on pay would extend to the
self-employed the following rights: access to the national minimum wage (which currently covers
only “employees” and “workers”), protection against unlawful pay reductions, and the right to
request sick pay and parental pay.
• New digital righ
rights.
ts. Matching shifts in technology, all individuals should have a core set of digital
rights, including the right to access their data at work, the right to ask for a human review of AI
management or work practices, and the right to take their data from one platform to another.
• The righ
rightt to rrepr
epresen
esentation.
tation. While the “self-employed” already have the right to join a trade union,
a union’s scope to support the “self-employed” is more restricted than it is for “employees” or
“workers”. Policymakers should consider extending some of the negotiating rights associated with
statutory recognition to bargaining units that comprise self-employed individuals who operate under
the strict restrictions of focusing only on pay and working conditions.
• The righ
rightt to health, safety and wellbeing in the workplace, including new rights to switch off for
remote/anywhere jobs, the right to adequate safety training for new roles and the right to a safe
working environment (including maximum temperature thresholds).
• The righ
rightt to rrequest
equest benefits. Individuals would have the right to request a limited set of benefits,
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including training and pension contributions.
Figure 16
Source: TBI

Create a Single Enforcement Body
The UK needs a single enforcement body (SEB) with extensive powers to assess and advise on
employment status, monitor the minimum set of rights and recommend updates, inspect workplaces and
bring prosecutions and civil proceedings on behalf of workers relating to health and safety, minimum
wage, worker exploitation and discriminatory practices.
This would rationalise the currently fragmented and confusing system, in which responsibility for
enforcement is split among at least four different organisations, and would enable information to be
pooled more effectively. The goal of the enforcement body should be to support businesses intent on
complying with labour regulations, while being tough on those which do not, and supporting workers in
raising complaints. It should also identify pervasive instances of non-compliance more broadly and
publicise persistent breaches.
The SEB would also be responsible for providing non-binding opinions on the employment status of
workforces. It should also be responsible for exploring options to hold businesses accountable for the pay
and working conditions in their supply chains. Developing a supply-chain requirement would help remove
incentives for firms to seek a competitive advantage by ignoring the details of the employment practices
of their suppliers.

Improve Predictability for Businesses and Individuals Over Employment Status
Our analysis has shown that there is a great deal of uncertainty when it comes to deciphering
employment status. This matters because employment status largely shapes the rights workers can draw
on. Distinguishing between categories is not easy – the courts have applied various tests to make sense
of them and cases turn on their own facts, which means businesses and workers find it hard to know
where they stand. And the growth of atypical work has made this task even harder because it has brought
more diverse, complex working arrangements to the market.
Uncertainty, as we have explained, undermines good working practices. It makes it harder for individuals
to know and therefore enforce their rights. It invites employers to seek commercial advantage by
exploiting ambiguities and complexities in the law. And it puts employers off from giving atypical workers
more benefits because they worry about precipitating a reclassification of worker status. All of this
reinforces precarity for workers and is bad for business because it creates an unlevel playing field.
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Policymakers should, therefore, urgently seek to improve the clarity of employment status by
undertaking the following measures:
• Intr
troduce
oduce an early-determination ser
service
vice for employmen
employmentt status. Currently the Advisory,
Conciliation and Arbitration Service (ACAS), a non-departmental public body, provides
employment advice for businesses and individuals on its website and through its helpline. It also
offers dispute-resolution services. However, as it makes clear in its guidance, it “cannot give an
opinion” on employment status when giving employment advice, and its dispute-resolution service
attempts to resolve relationships only once they have broken down, before parties go to court.
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Policymakers should introduce a more proactive approach to determining worker status. To do this,
the new single enforcement body should be given the powers and resources it needs to provide
individuals and employers with considered opinions on the likely status of any given worker. These
non-binding opinions would not carry the weight of tribunal or court judgements, although they
would be strongly indicative and could be used as evidence in any subsequent proceedings.
• Recommend that businesses and sectors assess the employmen
employmentt status of their work
workfor
force.
ce. The
single enforcement body should recommend that businesses which may be in doubt about
individuals’ employment status voluntarily seek an opinion on their status, similar to the voluntary
declarations HMRC requires if an individual uses or promotes specific tax-avoidance schemes.
In addition, policymakers should introduce a requirement for certain businesses to obtain an opinion
from a single enforcement body (as per our recommendation above) regarding the rest of their
workforce and make this publicly available. Such circumstances might arise, for instance, if a
company has been judged by a tribunal to have miscategorised the employment status of one or
more individuals, and the judgement in question is not in the process of being appealed.
Lastly, if a business has been assessed to need to change the employment status of members of
their workforce (either by the single enforcement body, through a tribunal or via the courts), this
should trigger a notice to other businesses in the sector to obtain an opinion from the SEB on the
employment status of their workforce.
• Intr
troduce
oduce rapid, low-cost tribunal and court pr
processes
ocesses on employmen
employmentt status. Where disputes
exist, the government should seek to create fast-track tribunal and court processes (that speed up
existing processes rather than diluting due process). This likely means more resources for the
tribunal and court processes but would also be facilitated by requiring the SEB to provide an opinion
on employment status prior to moving to dispute resolution.
• Help businesses pr
provide
ovide the self-employed with limited benefits without affecting employmen
employmentt
status
status. Policymakers could do this by explicitly allowing businesses to offer certain benefits
(including, for instance, training, accident insurance, income protection, pension contributions and/
or sick pay) without these factors being considered when determining employment status in law. In
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so doing, policymakers could improve individual security for self-employed individuals while also
preserving flexibility for them and the businesses that engage them.

Address Interactions With Other Systems
While we believe the measures above are the starting point for improving the agency and rights of nontraditional workers, they do not address all the intricacies of how the UK’s employment-rights system
interacts with the skills, welfare and tax systems. While the complexities of these systems mean they are
outside the scope of this work, addressing them would further strengthen the UK’s employment regime.
The areas to tackle are as follows:
• Expanding access to human and social capital. Access to capital used to mean access to finance –
and specifically your house – as potentially both your retirement fund and collateral for
entrepreneurship. Now, it also needs to include access to human capital – for example, through lifelong learning and individual-learning accounts – and social capital, including the support systems
and communities
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that make flexible work possible.
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• A welfar
welfaree system that is not just a safety net, but a support system. Research suggests that the
stronger the social safety net, the greater the market power of workers relative to digital platforms.
The UK’s social-insurance system needs to be redesigned to fit a more flexible world of work
to help people be resilient to risk,
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cope with challenges
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and improve human capital.
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and
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• Simplifying the tax and employmen
employmentt rregimes.
egimes. The government needs to align the definitions of
employment in the tax and employment-status systems: currently some “workers” are classified as
“self-employed” for tax purposes, and some “self-employed” are classified as “employees” for tax
purposes. Aligning the definitions of employment, as recommended in the Taylor Review of Good
Work, would help remove such anomalies and help address the wider uncertainty.
The UK’s existing legal and institutional system of protecting workers’ rights has failed to keep pace with
profound technological, economic and social changes. As a result, individuals and businesses face more
uncertainty. In turn, this is leading to greater precarity for individuals and an uneven playing field for
business, both of which undermine prosperity and productivity.
Our proposals would restore agency and opportunity to individuals and give businesses more
predictability, a level playing field and the chance to be proactive on workers’ rights without fear of
consequence. They also amount to the simplest approach, avoiding complex legal battles and the
economic damage that would stem from wholesale reclassification of employment statuses while also
putting a floor under a deregulatory race to the bottom on wages and standards that most businesses do
not want.
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The UK government needs to modernise the legal and institutional frameworks underpinning workers’
rights without sacrificing the dynamism of either individuals or businesses.
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Annex – Employment Status and Employment
Rights
Figur
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ANNEX

Employee
Getting the national minimum wage
Protection against unlawful
deductions from wages
The statutory minimum level of paid
holiday
The statutory minimum length of
rest breaks
To work no more than 48 hours on
average per week or to opt out of
this right if they choose
Protection against unlawful
discrimination
Protection for "whistleblowers" who
report wrongdoing in the workplace
Not to be treated less favourably
than a comparator if they work part
time
Not to be treated less favourably
than a comparator if they work fixed
term
Statutory sick pay
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Work
orker
er

Self-E
elf-Employed
mployed

Employee

Work
orker
er

Self-E
elf-Employed
mployed

Statutory maternity pay, paternity
pay, adoption pay, shared parental
pay
Maternity leave, paternity leave,
adoption leave, shared parental leave
Minimum notice periods, for
example if an employer is dismissing
them
Protection against unfair dismissal
The right to request flexible working
The right to request time off for
training
Statutory redundancy pay

Key:

In some cases

*Subject to various qualifying criteria – for instance, in relation to duration of time worked.
Source: TBI

Methodological Appendix
For our analysis we use the UK-household longitudinal survey: Understanding Society, Waves 1-11,
spanning 2009 to 2021.
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To analyse the characteristics and experiences of atypical workers we use the latest wave available, Wave
11, corresponding to household interviews carried out between 2019 and 2021. The analysis is weighted
using the survey’s cross-sectional weights and sampling variables.
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We define our population of interest as individuals that are 16 years of age or older and report they
worked some hours in the week up to the time of the interview or, if they did not, they report being away
from their position due to circumstances such as holiday, sick or maternity leave.
Since atypical forms of work may extend the lifespan of an individual’s economic activity, we do not limit
the analysis to individuals aged under 64, traditionally thought of as the “working-age” population.
Of those who report being aged over 16 and in work, individuals are classified as traditional or atypical
workers according to the following criteria.
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Source: Understanding Society, Waves 1-11

Mutually Exclusive, Collectively Exhaustive
Individuals are originally categorised by what their main employment is. In Understanding Society,
someone’s “main job” is that with the highest earnings. In the case of equal earnings, the main job is that
with the longest hours.
When individuals fall into multiple categories after they have been classified, we assert an order
according to the overriding factor in distributing worker power and agency over their work, hours or pay.
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Since gig-work questions are asked on the basis of whether an individual has engaged in gig work in the
last month as opposed to the last week, it is possible an individual both has engaged in gig work and has
another job that is considered their main job. If an individual has been working more than 50 per cent of
their total working hours in the gig economy, then they are considered a gig worker over other types of
work they may be engaged in. We use an hours instead of an earnings criterion because gig workers can
choose to report their earnings by day, as using earnings as a benchmark requires additional assumptions
based on using the hours worked in order to scale their reported daily earnings to make the data
comparable to weekly pay reported in other roles.
If an individual reports being both self-employed and working through an agency, we consider the
tripartite nature of the relationship in an agency setting to be more important for the way the individual
accesses work than the fact they are self-employed, so we classify that individual as an agency worker.
The same holds if the individual says they are a fixed term, on-demand or seasonal worker but also report
working through an agency.
If an individual reports being self-employed, on a fixed-term contract, working seasonally and ondemand, we assume the on-demand nature of the working relationship overrides the impermanence and
non-subordinate features the other categories imply.
We apply these criteria iteratively until all workers belong to only one category.

Non-Response
Individuals who do not respond to any of the questions used in the criteria outlined in Figure 18 will not
be assigned to any category. As a result, there is a small share of individuals who report working some
hours last week but are not assigned to a category. We assume non-responders are equally likely to have
been traditional or non-traditional workers, so we scale the total shares of traditional and non-traditional
employment to add to 100.

Atypical Work Over Time
To understand the growth in atypical work, we employ the remaining ten waves of the survey. Not all
variables we use to identify atypical employment are available for previous waves. Questions identifying
gig workers appear for the first time in Wave 11, individuals are asked whether they are paid by the same
organisation they work for from Wave 10 onwards and the question about on-demand and zero-hours
contracts appears from Wave 8 onwards but is only asked in even waves of the survey, amounting to two
waves by the time of our analysis.
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We carry out the analysis first by keeping the definitions of atypical workers tied to what can be
identified in the first wave of the survey (2009 to 2011) and second by also incorporating new questions
on atypical work as they are introduced in the Understanding Society survey. The new questions are
likely to capture a mix of individuals whose circumstances could not be identified as “atypical” prior to
their being introduced, as well as people who identified as atypical but would have put themselves in a
different category.
We decided to allow the categories captured in atypical employment to increase with the new questions
that become available. This is for several reasons. New questions are not just a matter of more accurately
classifying what is already happening in the labour market but also capturing new trends that may not
have been there in 2009, such as the gig economy. As people are given more options to classify their
work more accurately, keeping the classifications constant means the share of atypical work that is
captured is falling. Figure 19 shows the difference between holding the definition of atypical consistent or
adapting it to reflect new questions. The small fall in the total share between Wave 8 and 9 and Wave 10
and 11 is likely due to the fact that the on-demand and zero-hours question is asked biannually. The
merging of individuals’ answers from two waves for Waves 9 and 11 results in attrition.
Figur
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Atypical Work Over the Lifecycle
Finally, we exploit the panel dimension of the survey linking individuals across time to map the lifecycle
role of atypical employment. We follow individuals between Wave 8 and Wave 11 and collapse
observations between bilateral pairs of transitions between worker categories. For Figure 15 in the report,
we illustrate the flows of all pairs where workers transition into a different group from the one they
belonged to in 2016.
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